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About This Content

A stunning sandbox adventure for 2nd-level characters!

A legacy of death bears bitter fruit in the northern coastlands, as brothers long separated rise to the call of their darkling heritage.
A new destiny has arisen in the west that threatens to shake the foundations of an empire half a world away, but not if Ranulfr the
White Wolf and his one-eyed sibling can waylay these would-be heroes on their road to destiny! Bandits hound their steps, driving

them from danger to danger, until their road reaches its bitter and bloody end - for them or their enemies!

This epic sandbox adventure by superstar AP author Jim Groves features fabulous artwork by Jason Juta and marvelous maps by
one of this year's superstar finalists, Pedro Coelho! Designed to fill in the gaps during the early journeys of the Far East

Adventure Path, this adventure delivers clever combats, negotiation and investigation, a delightful mix of urban and wilderness
adventure possibilities, and roleplaying possibilities aplenty. Perhaps even more so than other Adventure Path Plug-Ins, Road to

Destiny ably stands on its own as a self-contained micro-campaign, but it can provide equal richness and excitement in any
campaign. Legendary Games combines stellar writing talent with innovative layout and product design and top-notch artistic
values that we think will bring you back again and again, and we think that Road to Destiny will absolutely help Make Your

Game Legendary!

Requires: A Fantasy Grounds full or ultimate license or an active subscription and the Pathfinder ruleset (3.5E Compatible).
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Road to Destiny (PFRPG)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz processor or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.
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